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Essential Cleaning of BKI Fry Warmer 

Tech Bulletin: EQ-Bk-04 Revision Date: 2.16.2016 

Topic: When dirt prohibits air flow into or out of BKI fry warmer, heater/blower will overheat and shut off. 
Solution: Clean BKI fry warmer daily and weekly to maintain air flow. 

NOTE: Complete cleaning instructions are available on Pathway. Instructions 
presented below are those cleaning steps that maintain good air flow and 
prevent overheating. 
Importance of Air Flow 
Cool air is drawn in through air intake screens (under delivery chute). 
Heater/blower assembly warms this air and blows it back through screen of hot 
air passages. If air flow is blocked into or out of heater/blower assembly, it will 
overheat and shut off. See Tech Bulletin EQ-BK-05 Heater-Blower Issues for 
instructions on restarting BKI fry warmer after overheating leads to shut off and 
for guidelines on replacing heater/blower assembly. 

Daily Cleaning of Hot Air Passages 
Prior to cleaning hot air passages, turn power switch OFF and wait for BKI fry warmer to cool. Then remove inner 
and outer dump pans for cleaning. Hot air passages are now visible. 

1. Wipe hot air passages with clean, damp towel. If dirt build-up is stubborn, lightly
spray cleaning towel with degreaser before wiping hot air passages.
NOTE: Do NOT spray water or cleaner into hot air passages. Liquids can damage
heater/blower assembly and lead to costly repairs.

2. Remove any dirt clogging openings in hot air passages by wiping with corner of
cleaning towel.

Additional Weekly Cleaning 
1. Inspect hot air passages and, if necessary, scrape away any baked-on grease that has accumulated

during the week.
2. Move delivery chute assembly to allow access to air intake screens. In most Units, this involves tipping

delivery chute assembly away from dump pan area. For most Cook-Up-Front Units, delivery chute
assembly must be lifted and set on its side beside countertop collar.
CAUTION: Metal edges under delivery chute assembly will be sharp. Exercise caution to avoid being cut
or scraped.

3. Use soft, nylon bristle brush (available from TriMark Strategic 404.765.8998) or clean, damp
towel to clean both air intake screens. Also, brush underside of countertop screen by wiping
from underneath counter.

After Daily and Weekly Cleaning 
Turn power on and allow BKI fry warmer to run for one minute. Dirt and debris loosened in cleaning 
will blow into liner in dump pan area. Use clean, damp towel to wipe out liner before reinstalling outer 
and inner dump pans. 
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